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Why Study Computer 
Architecture?
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What is Computer Architecture?

n The science and art of designing, selecting, and 
interconnecting hardware components and designing the 
hardware/software interface to create a computing system 
that meets functional, performance, energy consumption, 
cost, and other specific goals. 
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An Enabler: Moore’s Law
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Moore, �Cramming more components onto integrated circuits,�
Electronics Magazine, 1965.       Component counts double every other year

Image source: Intel
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Number of transistors on an integrated circuit doubles ~ every two years

Image source: Wikipedia



Recommended Reading
n Moore, �Cramming more components onto integrated 

circuits,� Electronics Magazine, 1965. 

n Only 3 pages

n A quote:
“With unit cost falling as the number of components per 
circuit rises, by 1975 economics may dictate squeezing as 
many as 65 000 components on a single silicon chip.”

n Another quote:
“Will it be possible to remove the heat generated by tens of 
thousands of components in a single silicon chip?”
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Why Study Computer Architecture?
n Enable better systems: make computers faster, cheaper, 

smaller, more reliable, …
q By exploiting advances and changes in underlying technology/circuits

n Enable new applications
q Life-like 3D visualization 20 years ago? Virtual reality? 
q Self-driving cars? 
q Personalized genomics? Personalized medicine?

n Enable better solutions to problems
q Software innovation is built on trends and changes in computer architecture 

n > 50% performance improvement per year has enabled this innovation

n Understand why computers work the way they do
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Computer Architecture Today (I)
n Today is a very exciting time to study computer architecture

n Industry is in a large paradigm shift (to multi-core and 
beyond) – many different potential system designs possible

n Many difficult problems motivating and caused by the shift
q Huge hunger for data and new data-intensive applications
q Power/energy/thermal constraints 
q Complexity of design 
q Difficulties in technology scaling
q Memory wall/gap 
q Reliability problems
q Programmability problems
q Security and privacy issues

n No clear, definitive answers to these problems
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Computer Architecture Today (II)
n These problems affect all parts of the computing stack – if 

we do not change the way we design systems

n No clear, definitive answers to these problems
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Computer Architecture Today (III)
n Computing landscape is very different from 10-20 years ago
n Both UP (software and humanity trends) and DOWN 

(technologies and their issues), FORWARD and BACKWARD, 
and the resulting requirements and constraints
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General Purpose GPUs

Heterogeneous
Processors and 

Accelerators

Hybrid Main Memory

Persistent Memory/Storage

Every component and its 
interfaces, as well as

entire system designs
are being re-examined



Computer Architecture Today (IV)
n You can revolutionize the way computers are built, if you 

understand both the hardware and the software (and 
change each accordingly)

n You can invent new paradigms for computation, 
communication, and storage

n Recommended book: Thomas Kuhn, “The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions” (1962)
q Pre-paradigm science: no clear consensus in the field
q Normal science: dominant theory used to explain/improve 

things (business as usual); exceptions considered anomalies
q Revolutionary science: underlying assumptions re-examined
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Computer Architecture Today (IV)
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Takeaways
n It is an exciting time to be understanding and designing 

computing architectures

n Many challenging and exciting problems in platform design
q That noone has tackled (or thought about) before
q That can have huge impact on the world’s future

n Driven by huge hunger for data (Big Data), new applications, 
ever-greater realism, …
q We can easily collect more data than we can analyze/understand

n Driven by significant difficulties in keeping up with that 
hunger at the technology layer
q Three walls: Energy, reliability, complexity, security, scalability
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Increasingly Demanding Applications
n Dream, and they will come
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Increasingly Diverging/Complex Tradeoffs
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Dally, HiPEAC 2015



Increasingly Diverging/Complex Tradeoffs
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Dally, HiPEAC 2015

A memory access consumes ~1000X 
the energy of a complex addition 



Increasingly Complex Systems

Past systems
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Microprocessor Main Memory Storage (SSD/HDD)



Increasingly Complex Systems
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(General Purpose) GPUs

Heterogeneous
Processors and 

Accelerators

Hybrid Main Memory

Persistent Memory/Storage

FPGAs

Modern systems



The Role of This Course
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Bachelor’s Seminar in Comp Arch

n We will cover fundamental and cutting-edge research 
papers in computer architecture

n Multiple components that are aimed at improving students’ 
q technical skills in computer architecture
q critical thinking and analysis
q technical presentation of concepts and papers 

n in both spoken and written forms
q familiarity with key research directions
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Key Goal

(Learn how to) 
rigorously 

analyze, present, discuss 
papers and ideas 

in computer architecture
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Steps to Achieve the Key Goal
n Steps for the Presenter

q Read
q Absorb, read more (other related works)
q Critically analyze; think; synthesize
q Prepare a clear and rigorous talk
q Present
q Answer questions
q Analyze and synthesize (in meeting, after, and at course end)

n Steps for the Participants
q Discuss
q Ask questions
q Analyze and synthesize (in meeting, after, and at course end)
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Topics of Papers and Discussion
n hardware security; 
n architectural acceleration mechanisms for key applications 

like machine learning, graph processing and bioinformatics;
n memory systems; 
n interconnects; 
n processing inside memory; 
n various fundamental and emerging ideas/paradigms in 

computer architecture; 
n hardware/software co-design and cooperation; 
n fault tolerance; 
n energy efficiency; 
n heterogeneous and parallel systems; 
n new execution models, etc.
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Recap: Some Goals of This Course
n Teach/enable/empower you to:

q Think critically

q Think broadly

q Learn how to understand, analyze and present papers and ideas

q Get familiar with key first steps in research

q Get familiar with key research directions
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The Virtuous Cycle of Scientific Progress
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Read/critique
papers;

understand
problems

Question,
Brainstorm

Develop new, 
out-of-the-box

ideas
Collaborate,
work hard

Do great
research

and publish
(educate others

and more)



Course Info and Logistics
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Course Info: Who Are We?

n Onur Mutlu
q Full Professor @ ETH Zurich CS, since September 2015

q Strecker Professor @ Carnegie Mellon University ECE/CS, 2009-2016, 2016-…

q PhD from UT-Austin, worked at Google, VMware, Microsoft Research, Intel, AMD

q https://people.inf.ethz.ch/omutlu/

q omutlu@gmail.com (Best way to reach me)

q https://people.inf.ethz.ch/omutlu/projects.htm

n Research and Teaching in:
q Computer architecture, computer systems, hardware security, bioinformatics

q Memory and storage systems

q Hardware security, safety, predictability

q Fault tolerance

q Hardware/software cooperation

q Architectures for bioinformatics, health, medicine

q … 
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Course Info: Who Are We?
n Teaching Assistants 

q Dr. Mohammed Alser
q Can Firtina
q Geraldo Francisco de Oliveira Jr.
q Dr. Juan Gomez Luna
q Hasan Hassan 
q Jeremie Kim
q Minesh Patel
q Ivan Puddu
q Giray Yaglikci

n Get to know them and their research
n They will be your mentors – you will have to meet them at 

least twice before your presentations
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Course Requirements and Expectations
n Attendance required for all meetings

q Sign in sheet

n Each student presents one paper
q Prepare for presentation with engagement from the mentor
q Full presentation + questions + discussion

n Non-presenters participate during the meeting
q Ask questions, contribute thoughts/ideas
q Better if you read/skim the paper beforehand

n Everyone comments on papers in the online review system
q After presentation

n Write synthesis report at the end of semester (2-4 pages)
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Course Website

n https://safari.ethz.ch/architecture_seminar/fall2018/

n All course materials to be posted

n Plus other useful information for the course

n Check frequently for announcements and due dates
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https://safari.ethz.ch/architecture_seminar/fall2018/


Homework 0
n Due Sep 23

q https://safari.ethz.ch/architecture/fall2018/doku.php?id=home
works

n Information about yourself

n All future grading is predicated on homework 0

n If it is not submitted on time, we cannot schedule you for a 
presentation.
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https://safari.ethz.ch/architecture/fall2018/doku.php?id=homeworks


Paper Review Preferences
n Due Sep 23

n Check the website for instructions

n If it is not submitted on time, we cannot schedule you for a 
presentation.
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How to Deliver a Good Talk
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Anatomy of a Good Paper Review (Talk)
n 1: Summary

q What is the problem the paper is trying to solve? 
q What are the key ideas of the paper? Key insights?
q What are the key mechanisms? What is the implementation?
q What are the key results? Key conclusions?

n 2: Strengths (most important ones)
q Does the paper solve the problem well? Is it well written? …

n 3: Weaknesses (most important ones)
q This is where you should think critically. Every paper/idea has a 

weakness. This does not mean the paper is necessarily bad. It means 
there is room for improvement and future research can accomplish this. 

n 4: Thoughts/Ideas: Can you do better? Present your ideas.
n 5: Takeaways: What you learned/enjoyed/disliked? Why? 
n 6: Discussion starters and questions.

n Review should be short and concise (20 minutes or < one page)
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Suggested Paper Discussion Format
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n Problem & Goal
n Key Ideas/solution
n Novelty
n Mechanisms & Implementation
n Major Results
n Takeaways/Conclusions

n Strengths
n Weaknesses
n Alternatives
n New ideas/problems
n Brainstorming and Discussion

~15-20 minute 
Summary

~10-15 min Critique
plus
~15 min Discussion



More Advice on Paper Review Talk
n When doing the paper reviews and analyses, be very critical

n Always think about better ways of solving the problem or 
related problems
q Question the problem as well
q Read background papers (both past and future)

n This is how things progress in science and engineering (or 
anywhere), and how you can make big leaps
q By critical analysis

n A few sample text reviews provided online
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Try to Avoid Rat Hole Discussions

37Source: https://www.cse.wustl.edu/~jain/iucee/ftp/k_10adp.pdf



Aside: A Recommended Book
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More Advice on Talks
n Kayvon Fatahalian, “Tips for Giving Clear Talks”

q http://graphics.stanford.edu/~kayvonf/misc/cleartalktips.pdf
q Many useful and simple principles here 
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Who Painted This Painting?
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Salvador Dali @ 1924

Source: http://www.museoreinasofia.es/en/collection/artwork/retrato-luis-bunuel-portrait-luis-bunuel http://salvadordaliprints.org/biography/



What About This?

41Source: http://salvadordaliprints.org/the-burning-giraffe/ https://www.dalipaintings.com/

Salvador Dali @ 1937

http://salvadordaliprints.org/the-burning-giraffe/
https://www.dalipaintings.com/


Takeaway

Learn the basic principles 
before you 

consciously choose to break them
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How to Participate
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How to Make the Best Out of This?
n Come prepared à Read and critically evaluate the paper

n Think new ideas

n Bring discussion points and questions; read other papers

n Be critical

n Brainstorm – be open to new ideas 

n Pay attention and discuss+contribute

n Participate online before and after each meeting
44



Guided Talk Preparation
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Preparing a Talk

Check your 
presentation date

Study your paper(s)

Create draft 
presentation

Meet advisor, 
get feedback



Preparing a Talk: Start Early

n Preparing a good presentation 
takes time

n Start early!

Check your 
presentation date

Study your paper(s)

Create draft 
presentation

Meet advisor, 
get feedback



Preparing a Talk: Study Paper

n 3 ‘C’s of reading
q Carefully: look up terms, 

possibly read cited papers 
q Critically: find limitations, flaws 
q Creatively: think of improvements 

n Try examples by hand
n Try tools if available 

n Consult with TA if questions

Check your 
presentation date

Study your paper(s)

Create draft 
presentation

Meet advisor, 
get feedback



Preparing a Talk: Create Draft

n Explain the motivation for the 
work 

n Clearly present the technical 
solution and results
q Include a demo if appropriate

n Outline limitations or 
improvements

n Focus on the key concepts
q Do not present all of the details

Check your 
presentation date

Study your paper(s)

Create draft 
presentation

Meet advisor, 
get feedback



Preparing a Talk: Get Feedback

n Prepare for the meeting
q Schedule early
q Send slides in advance
q Write down questions

n Make sure you address feedback
q Take notes

n Meetings are mandatory!
q At least one week before the talk
q Two meetings

Check your 
presentation date

Study your paper(s)

Create draft 
presentation

Meet advisor, 
get feedback



Grading and Feedback
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Grading Rubric
n Quality of your presentation 

q How well did you understand the material? 
q How well did you present it? 
q How well did you answer the questions?
q Be prepared to explain technical terms 

n Participation (during class and online)
q Did you ask good questions? 
q Did you attend all sessions?

n We will take into account:
q the difficulty of the paper
q suggestions you received from your TA
q time you had to prepare

n Quality of the final synthesis paper
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Feedback
n We will (briefly) discuss strengths/weaknesses of your talk 

in class
q Let us know upfront if you would prefer not to

n You can arrange a meeting with your TA to get feedback



Expected Schedule
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Schedule

n We will meet once a week, with two presentations per session
q Next meeting TBD; your presentations start the week after
q 22 presentations in total
q Each presentation 30 minutes + 15minutes for questions

n Paper assignment
q Will be done online
q Study the list of papers
q Check your email and be responsive



Homework 0
n Due Sep 23

q https://safari.ethz.ch/architecture/fall2018/doku.php?id=home
works

n Information about yourself

n All future grading is predicated on homework 0

n If it is not submitted on time, we cannot schedule you for a 
presentation.
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Paper Review Preferences
n Due Sep 23

n Check the website for instructions

n If it is not submitted on time, we cannot schedule you for a 
presentation.
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We Will  Briefly Review This Paper
n Sai Prashanth Muralidhara, Lavanya Subramanian, Onur Mutlu, 

Mahmut Kandemir, and Thomas Moscibroda, 
"Reducing Memory Interference in Multicore Systems via 
Application-Aware Memory Channel Partitioning"
Proceedings of the 44th International Symposium on 
Microarchitecture (MICRO), Porto Alegre, Brazil, December 
2011. Slides (pptx)
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http://users.ece.cmu.edu/~omutlu/pub/memory-channel-partitioning-micro11.pdf
http://www.microarch.org/micro44/
http://users.ece.cmu.edu/~omutlu/pub/subramanian_micro11_talk.pptx


Application-Aware 
Memory Channel Partitioning

Sai Prashanth Muralidhara § Lavanya Subramanian †

Onur Mutlu †     Mahmut Kandemir §

Thomas Moscibroda ‡

§ Pennsylvania State University    † Carnegie Mellon University 
‡ Microsoft Research



Background, Problem & Goal
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Main Memory is a Bottleneck

63

n Main memory latency is long
n Core stalls, performance degrades
n Multiple applications share the main memory

Main MemoryCore

Core

Core

Memory 
Controller Channel



Problem of Inter-Application Interference
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Channel Main Memory

Core

Core

Memory 
Controller ReqReqReq

n Applications’ requests interfere at the main memory
n This inter-application interference degrades system 

performance
n Problem further exacerbated due to

q Increasing number of cores
q Limited off-chip pin bandwidth



Outline
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Goal: 
Mitigate 

Inter-Application Interference 

Previous Approach:
Application-Aware Memory 

Request Scheduling

Our First Approach:
Application-Aware Memory 

Channel Partitioning

Our Second Approach:
Integrated Memory 

Partitioning and Scheduling



Background: Main Memory
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Row 
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w
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n FR-FCFS memory scheduling policy [Zuravleff et al., US Patent ‘97; Rixner et al., ISCA ‘00]

q Row-buffer hit first
q Oldest request first

n Unaware of inter-application interference

ChannelMemory 
Controller

Bank 0 Bank 1 Bank 2 Bank 3

Row 
Buffer



Novelty
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Previous Approach
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Previous Approach:
Application-Aware Memory 

Request Scheduling

Our First Approach:
Application-Aware Memory 

Channel Partitioning

Our Second Approach:
Integrated Memory 

Partitioning and Scheduling

Previous Approach:
Application-Aware Memory 

Request Scheduling

Goal: 
Mitigate 

Inter-Application Interference



Application-Aware Memory Request Scheduling

n Monitor application memory access 
characteristics

n Rank applications based on memory access 
characteristics

n Prioritize requests at the memory controller, 
based on ranking
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thread

Threads in the 
system

thread

thread

thread
thread

thread

thread

Non-
intensive 
cluster

Intensive 
cluster

thread

thread

thread

Memory-non-intensive 

Memory-intensive

Prioritized

higher
priority

higher
priority

Throughput

Fairness

An Example: Thread Cluster Memory Scheduling

Figure: Kim et al., MICRO 2010
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Application-Aware Memory Request Scheduling
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Advantages
n Reduces interference between applications by 

request reordering
n Improves system performance

Disadvantages
n Requires modifications to memory scheduling logic for

q Ranking
q Prioritization

n Cannot completely eliminate interference by request 
reordering 



Key Approach and Ideas
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The Paper’s Approach
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Previous Approach:
Application-Aware Memory 

Request Scheduling

Our First Approach:
Application-Aware Memory 

Channel Partitioning

Our Second Approach:
Integrated Memory 

Partitioning and Scheduling

Our First Approach:
Application-Aware Memory 

Channel Partitioning

Goal: 
Mitigate 

Inter-Application Interference



Observation: Modern Systems Have Multiple Channels

A new degree of freedom
Mapping data across multiple channels
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Data Mapping in Current Systems
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Partitioning Channels Between Applications
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Overview: Memory Channel Partitioning (MCP) 

n Goal
q Eliminate harmful interference between applications

n Basic Idea
q Map the data of badly-interfering applications to different 

channels

n Key Principles
q Separate low and high memory-intensity applications
q Separate low and high row-buffer locality applications
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Key Insight 1: Separate by Memory Intensity
High memory-intensity applications interfere with low 

memory-intensity applications in shared memory channels
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Map data of low and high memory-intensity applications 
to different channels
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Key Insight 2: Separate by Row-Buffer Locality
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High row-buffer locality applications interfere with low 
row-buffer locality applications in shared memory channels

Conventional Page Mapping
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Mechanisms (in some detail)
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Memory Channel Partitioning (MCP) Mechanism

1. Profile applications
2. Classify applications into groups
3. Partition channels between application groups
4. Assign a preferred channel to each application
5. Allocate application pages to preferred channel

81

Hardware

System 
Software



1. Profile Applications

82

n Hardware counters collect application memory 
access characteristics

n Memory access characteristics
q Memory intensity:

Last level cache Misses Per Kilo Instruction (MPKI)
q Row-buffer locality:

Row-buffer Hit Rate (RBH) - percentage of 
accesses that hit in the row buffer



2. Classify Applications
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Test MPKI

High Intensity
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3. Partition Channels Among Groups: Step 1
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3. Partition Channels Among Groups: Step 2
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4. Assign Preferred Channel to Application
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Channel 1

Low Intensity

Channel 2

MPKI: 1

MPKI: 3

MPKI: 4

MPKI: 1

MPKI: 3

MPKI: 4

n Assign each application a preferred channel from 
its group’s allocated channels

n Distribute applications to channels such that 
group’s bandwidth demand is balanced across its 
channels



5. Allocate Page to Preferred Channel

n Enforce channel preferences
computed in the previous step

n On a page fault, the operating system
q allocates page to preferred channel if free page 

available in preferred channel
q if free page not available, replacement policy tries to 

allocate page to preferred channel
q if it fails, allocate page to another channel
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Interval Based Operation
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time

Current Interval Next Interval

1. Profile applications

2. Classify applications into groups
3. Partition channels between groups
4. Assign preferred channel to applications

5. Enforce channel preferences



Integrating Partitioning and Scheduling
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Previous Approach:
Application-Aware Memory 

Request Scheduling

Our First Approach:
Application-Aware Memory 

Channel Partitioning

Our Second Approach:
Integrated Memory 

Partitioning and Scheduling

Goal: 
Mitigate 

Inter-Application Interference 



Observations

n Applications with very low memory-intensity rarely 
access memory
à Dedicating channels to them results in precious 
memory bandwidth waste

n They have the most potential to keep their cores busy
à We would really like to prioritize them

n They interfere minimally with other applications
à Prioritizing them does not hurt others
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Integrated Memory Partitioning and Scheduling (IMPS)

n Always prioritize very low memory-intensity 
applications in the memory scheduler

n Use memory channel partitioning to mitigate 
interference between other applications
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Key Results: 
Methodology and Evaluation
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Hardware Cost
n Memory Channel Partitioning (MCP)

q Only profiling counters in hardware
q No modifications to memory scheduling logic
q 1.5 KB storage cost for a 24-core, 4-channel system

n Integrated Memory Partitioning and Scheduling (IMPS)
q A single bit per request
q Scheduler prioritizes based on this single bit
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Methodology
n Simulation Model

q 24 cores, 4 channels, 4 banks/channel
q Core Model

n Out-of-order, 128-entry instruction window
n 512 KB L2 cache/core

q Memory Model – DDR2

n Workloads
q 240 SPEC CPU 2006 multiprogrammed workloads  

(categorized based on memory intensity)

n Metrics
q System Performance

94
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Previous Work on Memory Scheduling
n FR-FCFS [Zuravleff et al., US Patent 1997, Rixner et al., ISCA 2000]

q Prioritizes row-buffer hits and older requests

q Application-unaware

n ATLAS [Kim et al., HPCA 2010]

q Prioritizes applications  with low memory-intensity

n TCM [Kim et al., MICRO 2010]

q Always prioritizes low memory-intensity applications

q Shuffles request priorities of high memory-intensity applications
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Comparison to Previous Scheduling Policies
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Summary
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Summary
n Uncontrolled inter-application interference in main memory 

degrades system performance

n Application-aware memory channel partitioning (MCP)
q Separates the data of badly-interfering applications              

to different channels, eliminating interference 

n Integrated memory partitioning and scheduling (IMPS)
q Prioritizes very low memory-intensity applications in scheduler
q Handles other applications’ interference by partitioning

n MCP/IMPS provide better performance than application-
aware memory request scheduling at lower hardware cost
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Strengths
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Strengths of the Paper
n Novel solution to a key problem in multi-core systems, 

memory interference; the importance of problem will 
increase over time

n Keeps the memory scheduling hardware simple
n Combines multiple interference reduction techniques
n Can provide performance isolation across applications 

mapped to different channels
n General idea of partitioning can be extended to smaller 

granularities in the memory hierarchy: banks, subarrays, 
etc. 

n Well-written paper
n Thorough simulation-based evaluation
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Weaknesses
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Weaknesses/Limitations of the Paper
n Mechanism may not work effectively if workload changes 

behavior after profiling
n Overhead of moving pages between channels restricts 

mechanism’s benefits 
n Small number of memory channels reduces the scope of 

partitioning
n Load imbalance across channels can reduce performance 

q The paper addresses this and compares to another mechanism

n Software-hardware cooperative solution might not always 
be easy to adopt

n Evaluation is done solely in simulation
n Evaluation does not consider multi-chip systems
n Are these the best workloads to evaluate?
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Recall: Try to Avoid Rat Holes

104Source: https://www.cse.wustl.edu/~jain/iucee/ftp/k_10adp.pdf



Thoughts and Ideas
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Extensions
n Can this idea be extended to different granularities in 

memory?
q Partition banks, subarrays, mats across workloads

n Can this idea be extended to provide performance 
predictability and performance isolation? How?

n How can MCP be combined effectively with other 
interference reduction techniques?
q E.g., source throttling methods [Ebrahimi+, ASPLOS 2010]
q E.g., thread scheduling methods

n Can this idea be evaluated on a real system? How?
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Takeaways
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Key Takeaways
n A novel method to reduce memory interference

n Simple and effective

n Hardware/software cooperative

n Good potential for work building on it to extend it
q To different structures
q To different metrics
q Multiple works have already built on the paper (see bank 

partitioning works in PACT 2012, HPCA 2012)

n Easy to read and understand paper
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Open Discussion
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Discussion Starters
n Thoughts on the previous ideas?

n How practical is this?

n Will the problem become bigger and more important over 
time?

n Will the solution become more important over time?

n Are other solutions better? 
n Is this solution clearly advantageous in some cases?
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